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Abstract

View materialization is an important technique for high performance query processing, data integration

and replication. Solutions to the problem of incrementally maintaining materialized views are very relevant.

So far, most work on this problem has been confined to relational settings and solutions have not been

comprehensively evaluated. This paper describes MOVIE, a complete, implemented and evaluated solution

to the problem of incrementally maintaining materialized OQL views in ODMG-compliant object data-

bases. The evaluation throws light into how the effectiveness of incremental maintenance is affected by

issues such as database size, and the complexity and selectivity of views.
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1. Introduction

This section briefly describes the context in which the problem addressed by the paper is
particularly relevant, the motivations for the particular solution that the paper reports
and, broadly, the contributions that distinguish this solution from previous work on the
problem.
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A view definition facility is valuable for many database applications. In certain situations, it is
more profitable to materialize a view than to compute its extent every time the view is used. The
problem then arises of propagating to the materialized view (MV) any changes made to the en-
tities over which the MV is defined. It can be costly to re-materialize the entire view every time a
change has been made that might affect it.

For this reason, it is often desirable to propagate the changes incrementally, i.e., to compute the
changes needed in the MV and to effect only those changes, rather than materializing the entire
view again. Interest in MVs has increased as a result of a growing awareness of the important role
that they might play in data warehousing contexts. If one considers distributed architectures in
general, in which replication is a useful strategy for addressing resilience issues and network
bottlenecks can be expected, the efficiency and resilience gains accruing from view materialization
may be even more important.

Certain aspects of the incremental maintenance of MVs have been studied in detail for rela-
tional database management systems (DBMSs) as well as in a deductive setting. Work on an
object-based setting is significantly scarcer. Also, equal attention has not always been given to the
various sub-problems. Most previous work concentrates on techniques to ascertain the relevance
of update events and to compute the corresponding changes when such relevance is characterized.
This activity has yielded many proposals for techniques, architectures and algorithms for main-
taining the consistency of MVs with the base data which determined their extent. Some of these
proposals have been implemented, but many of the techniques have never been subject to eval-
uations in experimental or operational contexts. Thus, there are, currently, surprisingly few
completely described solutions, few solutions other than in relational or deductive settings, and
few empirical performance analyses. As a result, understanding of the challenges raised by each of
the sub-problems involved in incrementally maintaining MVs and by the change from a relational
or deductive to an object-based setting can be greatly improved. Likewise, understanding the
circumstances in which MVs are beneficial (or not) can be seen to lag behind research on incre-
mental maintenance techniques.

This paper describes in detail a complete, implemented and evaluated solution to the IVM
problem in object databases. The solution holds for a challenging, useful, and modern setting,
viz., that of ODMG-compliant object databases.

The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) a solution to the problem of incrementally maintaining (an expressive subset of) materialized
OQL views defined over expressive ODMG-compliant schemas with respect to any update op-
eration in the ODMG language bindings, and

(2) an experimental evaluation of the implemented system, thereby throwing light on the circum-
stances in which view materialization is likely to yield performance benefits.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3, respectively, precisely
define the problem and its solution space. Section 4 briefly presents the technical background
underlying the contributions of the paper. Then, Section 5 describes in detail the MOVIE system,
and Section 6 the evaluation of its performance. Section 7 discusses and contrasts work that is
related to the contributions of the paper. Finally, Section 8 draws some conclusions and points to
work still to be carried out in light of the contributions made here.
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2. Problem definition

This section defines in some detail the problem addressed by the paper. The detail is needed not
only because in the relevant literature not much attention has been dedicated to this task, but also
to characterize more precisely in what sense MOVIE can be said to be a more comprehensive
solution than typically found in the literature. The processes of view materialization are first
characterized. Then, the materialized view maintenance (MVM) problem is defined in detail.
Section 3 characterizes the corresponding solution space.

Hereafter, bold is used for syntactic entities (i.e., expressions in a formal language), and bold
italic for their denotations (i.e., their corresponding semantics entities). If the expression is from
an external, user-level language, they are written in typewriter font. If from a language
internal to the system, then sans-serif font is used. For example, if the extent of a user-defined class
is identified by CompositeParts, then CompositeParts refers to the set of instances comprising
that extent. Also, a query q¼select c from c in CompositeParts might be mapped in-
ternally to a comprehension such as compðqÞ ¼ ]fc j c CompositePartsg, and q refers to the
outcome of evaluating q.

2.1. Materialization

Let DLM, QLM, and MLM denote, respectively, the definition, query and manipulation lan-
guages associated with a data model M. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, M ¼ ODMG, and
the subscript is, therefore, often dropped. A valid schema s 2 DL denotes a set S of conforming
database states. Given s; s0 2 S, a valid update u 2ML over a database state s denotes an update
event u that effects a transition from s to s0. A valid query q 2 QL over a database state s denotes a
well-typed (under s) bag q of records. One says that, given s, q evaluates to q. Note that the
denotation of a query is parameterized to (i.e., may vary depending on) a particular database
state.

The process of defining a view v ¼ ðn; qÞ within a schema s 2 DL is denoted by defineðn; qÞ. The
process causes n to become, in s, a name for the denotation of the query q 2 QL. Once defineðn; qÞ
succeeds, n can be used thereafter as a shorthand for the query q that n has been bound to. In
other words, inDL,QL andML expressions, the denotation of n is the denotation of its associated
query q. One says that, given s and a binding of n to q, n evaluates to q. In the remainder of the
paper, a view v ¼ ðn; qÞ is often referred to by v or n or q, depending on the context and provided
that no confusion arises.

The process of materializing a view v ¼ ðn; qÞ over the database state s is denoted by
materializeðn; sÞ. Intuitively, if a view n is materialized, then its denotation n is bound to a data-
base state (typically, that which was current when the materialization process took place). The
process causes a transition from s to a new state s0 that, with respect to s, is enriched with a new
type n whose attributes are those defined by q and whose extent, denoted by ns, is the result of
evaluating q over s.

When a view v ¼ ðn; qÞ is materialized, n is no longer necessarily equivalent to q. While a non-
materialized view is consistent irrespective the database state (because its denotation is dynami-
cally computed on an as-needed basis), an MV whose extent is ns may be rendered inconsistent by
an update event that causes a transition in the database to a state s0 6¼ s.
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For so long as nsi is consistent in sj, j > i, view materialization is economical in principle, be-
cause the evaluation of QL and ML expressions that refer to the view need only (at most) scan
the MV extent nsi as opposed to having to evaluate the query q over sj. If an update event causes
a transition in the database to a state s0 such that ns is rendered inconsistent in s0, then, before
any QL or ML expression that mentions n can be evaluated over s0, the MV must be ren-
dered consistent again in s0. The latter can be achieved either by re-materializing the entire extent
of the MV or by effecting such updates to ns as necessary to make it indistinguishable from what it
would be if the MV was re-materialized. The second alternative is known as incremental main-
tenance.

Whether view materialization is economical in practice depends on characteristics of the ap-
plications defined over a particular database. These include whether queries are more frequent
than updates, whether the updates that do occur are likely to cause many MVs to be rendered
inconsistent, and whether it is costly to maintain an MV (either through re-materialization or
through incremental maintenance). Section 6 explores these issues experimentally.

2.2. Materialized view maintenance

Given a query q 2 QL, assume that defineðn; qÞ has succeeded and so has materializeðn; siÞ.
Then:

(1) [Update event monitoring] if an update u 2ML is applied to some sj 2 DL, jP i, thereby caus-
ing a transition in the database state to sjþ1, and

(2) [Update event relevance checking] if nsi 6¼ nsjþ1 (i.e., u has rendered n inconsistent in the current
database state sjþ1), then one must choose:
(a) [Update event consumption policy] when to take action to render n consistent in sjþ1, and
(b) [MV maintenance policy] which action to take as a means of achieving that goal, e.g.,

whether to equate maintainðn; u; sjþ1Þ with

i(i) [Re-materialization] the function materializeðn; sjþ1Þ, which re-materializes n at sjþ1,

thereby restoring consistency, or with
(ii) [Incremental maintenance] a function incrementðn; uÞ, which maps nsi into nsjþ1 , with

similar effect to re-materialization.
The MVM problem is characterized by (1)–(2a) plus (2b(i)) or (2b(ii)). The incremental view
maintenance (IVM) problem is, more specifically, characterized by the choice of (2b(ii)) as the
maintenance policy.

As far as maintenance policies are concerned, re-materialization requires no extra soft-
ware infrastructure over that already available for view materialization, but is typically
costly. The costs involved are often significant because the goal is to restore consistency, and
it is likely that most elements in the re-materialized view extent are not changed by the update
event.

Incremental maintenance requires extra software infrastructure but is typically less costly than
materialization because it may be so designed as to consider only those elements in the MV extent
that were affected by the database state transition being considered.
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3. Solution space

Given the problem definition in Section 2, this section describes dimensions of the solution
space that are particularly pertinent to characterizing the contributions of this paper. The level of
detail makes it possible for Section 7 to situate solutions and gauge their differentiating charac-
teristics more clearly. The dimensions cluster around linguistic and environmental issues (or,
alternatively, around static, compile-time issues and dynamic, run-time ones).

The first dimension is the definition language dimension. Solutions differ depending on the
types (and hence, schemas and database states) over which views can be defined. Intuitively,
the richer the type system the more varied the semantic issues arising (e.g., handling of dupli-
cates, or of orderings) in a context in which restoring consistency is the main objective. A non-
exhaustive list of values in this dimension, partially (and informally) ordered from least
to most expressive, could be as follows: [first-normal-form (1NF) relational, nested relational, ob-
ject-based]. Historically, most of the work on the IVM problem has been carried out in a
1NF relational setting (the deductive setting being structurally equivalent to it). The object-
based case is significantly more complex and has been considered much less often in the IVM
literature.

The second dimension is the manipulation language dimension. Solutions differ depending on the
update events that can be responded to (and hence, on the data manipulation statements whose
effects the solution can accommodate). Intuitively, the richer the data manipulation language the
more varied the semantic issues arising (e.g., handling full-fledged updates, as opposed to append-
only state transitions). Most solutions assume an ability to respond at the level of an atomic
update event. The type system that the solution applies to determines the primitive operations
from which one defines the observable behaviour of the type instances. Thus, the possible atomic
update events that a solution might choose to address are determined by such primitive opera-
tions. Values in this dimension could be subsets of the following non-exhaustive set: {insert, de-
lete, modify, implicit consequences}. By implicit consequences is meant, e.g., the enforcement of
referential integrity (as is the case, in the ODMG setting, for updates on relationship attributes
reflecting on their inverses, and vice-versa). This list might be extended by consideration, of
operations on collections of instances, as needed in the ODMG setting and as supported by
MOVIE. The object-based case is significantly more complex and has been considered much less
often in the MVM literature.

The third dimension is the view language dimension. Solutions differ depending on the queries
that can be bound to view names. Intuitively, the richer the view definition language the more
varied the semantic issues arising (e.g., handling of negation, or of recursion). The overwhelming
majority of work on the IVM problem has concentrated on studying how different levels of ex-
pressiveness in the view definitions lead to compromise in other dimensions of the solution space.
Solutions have been concerned mainly with the most challenging points in the solution space that
more expressive view definitions give rise to. To cite but a few: incrementally maintaining views
involving aggregation, negation (in a deductive setting, which corresponds, in a relational setting,
to set difference), or recursion has proved quite challenging. Values in this dimension could be
sub-lists of the following non-exhaustive list of values, partially (and informally) ordered
from least to most expressive, could be as follows: [select-project-join (SPJ), unnest (l), nest (C),
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sub-queries (SQ), aggregation (I), duplicates (D), union ([), intersection (\) difference ())]. The
object-based case in the ODMG setting is arguably not the most complex as far as the expres-
siveness of the view definition language is concerned: the deductive case is, and has been con-
sidered more often in the IVM literature.

The fourth dimension is the event processing dimension. In addition to differences related to
the database languages that underlie them, solutions will also differ regarding the strategy
they adopt for processing update events. One possibility is to react to the update event imme-
diately. In this case, restoring consistency is done at the finest possible granularity with respect
to any event that may have rendered the MV inconsistent. An alternative is to defer the reaction
to the update event, typically until the end of the transaction in which the event took place. Thus,
a non-exhaustive list of values in this dimension, often taken as alternatives to one another,
could be as follows: [immediate, deferred]. Intuitively, an immediate reaction simplifies mat-
ters greatly. A deferred reaction might have to grapple with complex chains of consequences
and with compound (possibly mutually compensating) events. This complexity may, nevertheless,
be a price worth paying because the accumulating overhead of reacting to individual update
events may be higher than that of reacting at a coarser granularity, e.g., at transaction commit
only.

The fifth, and final, dimension is the environmental information dimension. The final dimension
used to characterize the solution space for the IVM problem concerns how much data must be
available in the environment for the solution to work. Intuitively, the less data that is needed the
better. Values in this dimension could be sub-lists of the following non-exhaustive list of values
partially (and informally) ordered from least to most expressive: [materialized view extent, update
delta, view definitions, base relations, auxiliary views]. By update delta is meant the pre- and post-
update state of tuples or objects involved in the update. Views that can be maintained without the
need to access the base relations from which the materialized data originally came are called self-

maintainable. Self-maintainability is, generally, a desirable property, but in some cases, access to
base relations cannot be avoided by any solution to the IVM problem. There is a trade-off be-
tween the amount of data required and the update events that can be accommodated by each
solution. Relying on more data allows more update events to be handled.
4. Technical background

As previously indicated, MOVIE is a solution to the IVM problem in an object-based setting,
with the data modelM ¼ ODMG. This section introduces (via examples) the subsets of the object
definition language (ODL) and of the object query language (OQL) that constitute the bindings
for, respectively, the DL and QL supported in MOVIE. The ML supported coincides exactly with
the set of operations in the ODMG language bindings that are applicable to types definable in the
DL supported in MOVIE. However, note that the formulation of the solution is in terms of
update event types, where an event type abstracts away from details specific to any method in-
vocation and captures only those aspects of the update that bear on the IVM problem. Finally, the
section briefly describes the query processing notions used in the solution, specifically those based
on the monoid comprehension framework described in [11] and implemented in OPTGEN [9] and
k-DB [12].
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4.1. ODMG ODL and OQL

Some familiarity with the ODMG standard for object databases [7] is assumed in the paper.
The ODMG ODL is used to declare a schema which defines the valid application types. The
example database schema used in this paper is based on the OO7 Benchmark [5]. The ODL
representation of the OO7 database schema is given in Fig. 1, which is an example of the fragment
of ODL supported by MOVIE.
Fig. 1. OO7 database schema in ODL.
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The ODMG OQL is designed to resemble SQL92, with the extensions one might expect given
the constructs defined by the structural and behavioural properties of its underlying type system,
viz., complex objects, object identity, path expressions, among others. OQL is not computa-
tionally complete (e.g., it cannot express recursion nor does it have explicit update operations). In
OQL, a view is defined by the define/as construct, which assigns a name to an OQL query and
specifies which variables appearing in the latter provide data values to the view. Fig. 2 depicts
example OQL views (over the schema in Fig. 1) that MOVIE can maintain. To the left of Fig. 2 is
an example of a view, involving a join, which builds structures containing the id and type of
compositePart and id of document objects. The view to the right of Fig. 2 contains a sub-
query and involves nesting and unnesting of collection values.

4.2. Monoid-based ODMG query processing

The solution described in this paper builds on the monoid-based query processing framework
developed in [11]. In particular, the algorithms that embody the IVM solution implemented in
MOVIE operate on expressions in the Fegaras–Maier monoid algebra. The authors� practical
experience of implementing systems using the monoid approach has been reported for parallel
databases in [28] and for a deductive extension to OQL in [27].

A comprehensive description of a mapping of OQL 1.2 into monoid comprehensions is given in
[15]. These can be normalized as described in [11]. Normalized comprehensions are then mapped
to the monoid algebra described here using the examples in Fig. 3. For details on the monoid
algebra see [11].

For the view to the left of Fig. 2, the corresponding algebraic expression is given to the left of
Fig. 3. The algebraic operators occurring in it are reduce, join, and get. The monoid used by all of
them is bag. The indentation in Fig. 3 indicates tree levels. Thus, the root reduce node has one join
node as child, and this, in turn, has two get nodes as children. As well as its monoid, a get operator
specifies the extent it scans (e.g., CompositeParts), a variable ranging over the objects in that extent
(e.g., c), and a retrieval condition (e.g., and( ), in this case a vacuously true one). As well as its
monoid, the join operator specifies its two input arguments (e.g., the values of get expressions), the
join condition (e.g., and(eq(c.documentation, d))), and a specification of the kind of join to be
performed (e.g., a natural join is denoted by the keyword none). Besides the monoid and the
retrieval condition (vacuously true in the example), the reduce operator defines a structure for the
result returned (e.g., struct(ComPartId¼ c.id, CType¼ c.type, DocId¼ d.id)) and an internal
variable (e.g., X1) that can be used to refer to its instances. Such a structure consists of bind
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expressions (e.g., ComPartId¼ c.id) in which a user-defined attribute name (e.g., ComPartId) is
bound to the value requested via a user-defined expression (e.g., c.id).

The algebraic expression to the left in Fig. 3 is not very different from a relational one. In
contrast, the one to the right (corresponding to the OQL view to the right in Fig. 2) makes use of
nest and unnest operators. When applied to an object with a collection-valued attribute, the
unnest operator pairs up the object with each element in the collection that is the value of
the relevant attribute and projects out all such formed pairs. The expression a in c.parts in the
sub-query maps to an unnest operator. The nest operator is essentially the inverse of unnest: it
constructs a new collection out of the elements supplied. For example, for the view to the right
in Fig. 2, the nest operator is used in Fig. 3 to construct a collection, denoted by X2, of type
baghlongi, which is then assigned to the user-defined variable AtomBDates.

The k-DB system [12] implements the above monoid-based approach [11] to query process-
ing over the ODMG object model (not including arrays and dictionaries). k-DB adopts a
query processing approach closely resembling that used in mainstream DBMSs but acts essen-
tially as a translator into source code that exploits the functionality provided by the SHORE
object DBMS [6]. An execution plan is then translated into SHORE C++ and compiled. The
resulting executable, when run, evaluates the original OQL query. The solution described in detail
in Section 5 manipulates algebraic expressions (such as those in Fig. 3) that k-DB generates for
OQL queries.
5. The MOVIE solution

This section presents the first major contribution of this paper, viz., a solution to the problem of
incrementally maintaining (an expressive subset of) materialized OQL views defined over ex-
pressive ODMG-compliant schemas with respect to any update operation in the ODMG language
bindings. It starts with an overview of the solution that adds detail regarding the point in the
solution space of the IVM problem occupied by MOVIE. Then, the main algorithms comprising
the MOVIE approach to IVM are presented. The section closes with more detail on how MOVIE
is implemented over k-DB.
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5.1. An overview

The positioning of the MOVIE solution, given in Section 5.1.1, is based on the dimensions
discussed in Section 3. The processes that take place when an MV is defined are shown in the data
flow diagram in Fig. 4, where shaded boxes denote components that are assumed to exist, clear
boxes denote new components, or extensions to existing ones, required by MOVIE, and the
rounded-corner box collects processes that take place at update propagation time as discussed in
Section 5.2.3.

With respect to the extension box labelled materialize, all that is required is to extend the
evaluator with a sub-component to make persistent the instances returned as the result of exe-
cuting a query. It is assumed that the materialization process also encompasses the setting up of
types for storing the MV-specific data and metadata required by IVM processes. The box labelled
derive extra information in Fig. 4 is a simple syntactic mapping to generate, from the definition of
an MV v, the two additional view definitions, viz., OIDs_for_v and OID_projecting_v, whose
meaning and purpose are described in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. Section 5.2.1 presents the algo-
rithms that define the functionality of the box labelled specify events to monitor. The functionality
of the box labelled generate maintenance plan is described in Section 5.2.2.

5.1.1. Positioning the MOVIE solution
The solution to the IVM problem presented here assumes, as do all other solutions, the

availability of the update event, the update delta), the MV definition, and the current materialized
state of the view. In order to achieve the goal of incremental maintainability for all update op-
erations, the availability of both the references to the base objects that contribute data to the MV
and of the base extents required for materializing it is also assumed (although there is no need to
materialize
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recourse to base objects and extents for certain kinds of update). The MOVIE solution is valid for
MVs that refer to any ODL-definable type (excluding array and dictionary collections) and that
are definable using the reduce, get, join, nest and unnest bulk operators of the monoid algebra
(excluding self-joins). Note that the monoid algebraic operators reduce, get, join roughly corre-
spond, respectively, to the relational algebraic operators project, select, join. As a result, an SPJ
relational query is later referred to as a reduce-get-join (RGJ) query, for example. The MOVIE
solution is valid for any update operation in the ODMG standard (e.g., new() and delete()

on objects, insert_element() on collections, etc.). In terms of practicality, the MOVIE so-
lution yields incremental maintenance plans (IMPs) at the algebraic level and is, to the best of the
authors� knowledge, for object-based solutions, the first one to do so. This makes it easier to
integrate the MOVIE solution into the kind of query processing frameworks that mainstream
DBMSs rely on.

The point occupied by MOVIE in the solution space described in Section 3 is characterized in
Fig. 5. Note that in Fig. 5, insert denotes new() on objects and insert_element() on col-
lections. Similarly, delete denotes delete() on objects and delete_element() on collec-
tions.

5.1.2. Materialization in MOVIE
When an MV is defined, its definition is traversed to characterize the kinds of update events

that might render the MV inconsistent with the database. These include derived events that arise
in the ODMG model as a result of the requirement to enforce referential integrity constraints
declared with the relationship/inverse construction. Depending on the event type, one or
more algebraic IMPs are constructed that, when evaluated, compute the required changes to the
MV. A crucial component in the MOVIE solution is, therefore, the generation of IMPs that are
appropriate for each kind of update event. In MOVIE, two kinds of IMP suffice to compute the
changes required in the MV as a result of any update operation in the ODMG standard. Im-
mediately after an update event takes place which implies the need to update an MV, the cor-
responding delta (comprising the old and the new state of affected objects) is made available and
the associated IMP (which uses the delta) is evaluated to compute the changes needed. Once the
changes needed have been obtained, MOVIE applies them to the relevant MV extent.

The comprehensive nature of the MOVIE solution with respect to update operations requires
that the OIDs of objects that contribute data to the MV are also materialized. This is achieved, at
view compilation time, by generating from an MV definition v another view definition, which is
referred to as OIDs_for_v, which is itself compiled, evaluated and materialized. Thus, the OIDs of
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objects that contribute data for an instance of v are associated with the OID of that instance in
OIDs_for_v.

If v contains the keyword distinct then OIDs_for_v removes it. Thus, given an instance o of
v, OIDs_for_v contains instances o1; . . . ; on for each of the n distinct derivations of o. If v contains
the keyword order by on an attribute a then so does OIDs_for_v. Thus, the extent of OIDs_
for_v shares the ordering on a with the extent of v. Consider the dbSizeView() view to the left
of Fig. 2. The left part of Fig. 6 shows OIDs_for_dbSizeView, with generated strings in italics.
The right part of Fig. 6 is explained shortly.

5.1.3. Incremental maintenance in MOVIE
In MOVIE, the generation of an IMP starts from an algebraic query tree in which denotations

are available for the OIDs of contributing objects. Thus, rather than using the algebraic query tree
for v, the algorithms start from the algebraic query tree resulting from the compilation of a second
view definition derived from v, which is referred to as OID_projecting_v. It is identical to v except
that it also includes those attributes in OIDs_for_v that originate from extents occurring in the
from clause of v. If v does not contain the keyword distinct thenOID_projecting_v includes it,
thereby imposing a set semantics on the latter. The right part of Fig. 6 shows OID_project-
ing_dbSizeView, again with generated strings in italics. In contrast with v and OIDs_for_v
(i.e., these views are materialized and maintained incrementally), OID_projecting_v is never ma-
terialized: only the definition (compiled into algebraic form) is needed as an input to the gener-
ation of the IMPs.

After extra information is derived, the events to be monitored are identified and their corre-
sponding IMPs generated. Different forms of IMPs are generated depending on the update and
the properties of the view, as follows.

5.1.3.1. Planting a delta. For some kinds of updates, the constructed IMP computes the changes
required to v by evaluatingOID_projecting_v over the delta to the affected base extent, rather than
over the base extent itself, while accessing all other base extents referenced in theMV. For example,
consider the effect on dbSizeView (defined in Fig. 2) of inserting a new compositePart object
into CompositeParts. Let the delta corresponding to the insertion of a new object into the extent of
the class compositePart be denoted by DðonInsertToExtent;CompositePartsÞ. The delta, in this
case, can be thought of as simply containing the new compositePart�s OID. Note that the delta
contains a representation of the state transition. Below, let DoldðonInsertToExtent;CompositePartsÞ



Fig. 7. IMPs for Fig. 2: onInsertToExtent and onModifyAttribute.
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denote the state before the transition took place, and DnewðonInsertToExtent;CompositePartsÞ the
state after (the arguments may come to be omitted if they are easily inferable from the context or if
no specific event is being referred to). For insertions only the new state matters for incremental MV
maintenance. Correspondingly, for deletions only the old state matters. However, for modification,
both the old and new state are necessary, so the representation of the delta benefits from being
conceptualized as a pair. The IMP generated byMOVIE (shown in algebraic form to the left of Fig.
7) is different from the evaluation plan derived for OID_projecting_dbSizeView only in
ranging over DðonInsertToExtent;CompositePartsÞ rather than over CompositeParts. When this
IMP is evaluated, the result is a set of instances of OID_projecting_dbSizeViewwhich is then
input to the algorithm that applies the changes to the MV (and to OIDs_for_dbSizeView, if
required).

5.1.3.2. Joining a delta with materialized OIDs. For other kinds of updates, the IMP constructed
by the system joins OIDs_for_v with the delta in order to identify MV objects that are affected by
the update. The idea is to avoid access to base extents whenever possible. For example, consider
the effect of modifying the type of a compositePart object. In this case (shown in algebraic
form to the right of Fig. 7), the information captured in the delta is not enough to identify which
object(s) in the MV might be affected because the delta only refers to the updated compos-

itePart object: there is no handle in the delta to the instances in the MV which have data that
was contributed by the affected compositePart object. In this case, the IMP will need to join
OIDs_for_dbSizeView with the delta (on the OID of the object in the delta). When this IMP is
evaluated, the result is input to an algorithm that applies the changes to the MV (and to OIDs_
for_dbSizeView, if required).

5.2. The main MOVIE algorithms

This section presents the core algorithms used in MOVIE to solve the IVM problem at the
point in the solution space characterized in Section 5.1.1.

In Section 2.2, given bindings for the linguistic dimensions in the solution space, the MVM
problem was characterized as comprising: (1) a choice of policy for update event consumption, (2)
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a choice of policy for MV maintenance, (3) an implementation of update event monitoring, (4) an
implementation of update event relevance checking, and (5) an implementation of a function
increment to map the extent of the MV as it was before the update event into the MV extent that
would be obtained were the view to be re-materialized in the database state after the update event.

MOVIE adopts an immediate update event consumption policy ((1) above) and an incremental

maintenance policy ((2) above). The remainder of this section starts by describing an algorithm
that associates to each MV the set of update events that must be monitored for the MV to be
incrementally maintained. It then describes an algorithm to choose an IMP that computes the
changes needed to the MV for each update event type. Finally, it describes how the computed
changes are applied to the MV. MOVIE addresses the problem of monitoring and checking the
relevance of update events ((3) and (4) above) by generating, from the definitions associated with
the MV, the set of update event types that must be reacted to. MOVIE addresses the problem of
restoring the consistency of an MV with respect to an update event that compromised that
consistency ((5) above) in two stages: firstly, between the two kinds of IMP described in Section
5.1.3, MOVIE chooses the appropriate one for the update event it is reacting to; secondly, it
applies the changes obtained by evaluating the IMP, thereby restoring the consistency of the MV.

Some assumptions underpinning the remainder of this section are now made explicit. All the
algorithms operate on algebraic expressions represented as trees such as depicted in Fig. 3. These
are an internal form of OQL expressions such as those in Fig. 2. The algorithms assume that,
given an expression, a straightforward tokenizer can identify, for each grammatical category of
interest, the set of all tokens of a given category that occur in that expression. Using Fig. 3 as a
source of examples, some of the categories of interest are operator names (e.g., join), extent names
(e.g., Documents), object names (e.g., d), attribute names (e.g., compositePart.buildDate, atomic-
Part.buildDate), and internal names (e.g., X1). Another category of interest is collection names
(e.g., parts in Fig. 3). Notice that when a name is not globally unique, it is assumed that context
information is concatenated to it so as to make it unique, and that the outcome of this concat-
enation is construed as a token. Functional notation is used to denote metadata that might be
relevant, e.g., given an attribute name a, the type of which a is an attribute is denoted by type-
WhereDefined(a), and one might go on and denote the extent name associated with that type by
writing extentNameOf(typeWhereDefined(a)). This is in contrast with typeOf(e), denoting the
domain from which values for an expression e are drawn. If a is a relationship name, then the
inverse relationship is denoted as inverseOf(a). In addition, given a collection attribute c, type-
OfElementIn(c) denotes the type of the elements in the collection.

5.2.1. Specifying events to monitor
This subsection describes the algorithm used in MOVIE to identify, given an MV that is to be

incrementally maintained, which update events need to be monitored by the system.
MOVIE reacts to the following update event types: onInsertToExtent, onDeleteFromExtent,

onModifyAttribute, onInsertElementToCollection, onDeleteElementFromCollection, and onModify-
AttributeInCollectionElement. Sometimes (hopefully self-explanatory) abbreviations may be used.
These update event types generalize, and cover, all update operations in the ODMG standard,
including those on collection types other than dictionary and arrays. From these update event
types, MOVIE generates specifications of events that need to be monitored for each MV. The
event specifications are generated from the (algebraic form of the) MV definition. Fig. 8 presents



Fig. 8. Specifying events to monitor.
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the algorithms that, given an MV definition, return the event specifications associated with the
MV (and hence, the update events that need to be monitored in order to ensure that it can be kept



Fig. 9. Event specifications for Fig. 6.
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consistent by incremental maintenance). In Fig. 8, by a �scan in a view� is meant an expression of
the form �var in VScope� or �VScope as var�. In Fig. 8, by a �path in a view� is meant a period-
separated list of names, each of which is either a var introduced in a scan or an attribute name
introduced in the schema definition. In Fig. 8, relationship names and the names of their corre-
sponding inverse relationships are also referred to as attribute names in Fig. 8 and elsewhere in the
paper. The function attributesProjected(C, Q) is only informally defined here. It returns the set of
attribute names projected from a type C in a query Q.

To illustrate the execution of the algorithms in Fig. 8, consider Fig. 9. It shows (as arrow
targets) the event specifications returned by specifyEventsToMonitor for the view to the right of
Fig. 6. The arrow sources are the syntactic features in the view definition that cause the generation
of the event specifications in the target. Now, notice that specifyEventsToMonitor comprises the
following stages: first, updates to extents scanned in the view need to be monitored––this is the
purpose of the first iteration (over scans in the view); and second, updates to attributes (possibly
collection ones, and possibly relationships and their inverses) mentioned in the view need to be
monitored––this is the purpose of the second iteration (which, for each path expression in the view
definition, invokes specifyEventsInPathExpression to traverse the path expression recursively).
Basically, scans induce the need to monitor inserts and deletes on extents or collections, attribute
names induce the need to monitor modifications and, if their type is not primitive, updates to
instances of the type they are defined on.

5.2.2. Generating an incremental maintenance plan

This subsection describes the algorithm used in MOVIE to choose an IMP whose evaluation
returns the set of changes needed to restore the consistency of an MV with respect to each update
event that may affect that consistency.

Recall that there are two types of IMP for an MV v in the approach described in this paper: one
that plants a delta in OID_projecting_v and the other that joins the delta with OIDs_for_v.
MOVIE chooses an IMP for an MV depending on the algebraic classification of the latter and the
type of the update event. The algebraic classification of an MV depends on the algebraic operators
that occur in it. Although a view can belong to more than one class (e.g., a ReduceGetJoin view is
also a ReduceGet but not vice versa), however, we choose the more complex among the appli-
cableclasses. Thus, if nest occurs in the algebraic form of an MV then the view class is Nest; if
unnest occurs but nest does not, then the class is Unnest; and if join occurs but not nest or unnest,
then the class is ReduceGetJoin, otherwise the class is ReduceGet. For example, dbSizeView in
Fig. 2 is a ReduceGetJoin view because its algebraic form, shown to the left in Fig. 3, contains the
reduce, get and join operators.



Fig. 10. Example views illustrating �(PNU)-C�.
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Given the MV type determined as in the preceding paragraph, Fig. 11 determines precisely, for
each event type and for each MV type, what kind of IMP is chosen by MOVIE to compute the
changes to be applied. In Fig. 11, note that �CA� abbreviates the phrase �condition attribute�, by
which is meant an attribute occurring in a condition expression (e.g., in dbSizeView in Fig. 2,
c.documentation is a CA whereas c.type is not). Note also that �(PNU)-C� denotes whether the
event affects a projected-collection (PC) or nested-collection (NC) or unnested-collection (UC) in a
view definition. Fig. 10 shows example views used for illustrating �(PNU)-C�.

In Fig. 10a, the collection c.parts is projected and assigned to the variable CP. The update
events of interest to the view, among others, are onInsertToExtent and onDeleteFromExtent on
compositePart.parts that affect the CP attribute of objects in the view. The event onModify-
AttributeInCollectionElement on compositePart.parts(atomicPart.id) is not relevant, as elements in
CP are OIDs of atomicPart objects and these are not affected by modifications to attributes. In
Fig. 10b, the collection c.parts is unnested as the id attribute from each atomicPart object
in the collection is projected and assigned to the variable CP. The update events of interest to the
view, among others, are onModifyAttribute on atomicPart.id, onInsertToExtent and onDelete-
FromExtent on compositePart.parts that affect the CP attribute, and the membership of objects in
the view. The event onModifyAttributeInCollectionElement on compositePart.parts(atomicPart.id)
is not relevant as it is already handled by onModifyAttribute on atomicPart.id. In Fig. 10c, the
collection c.parts is unnested, the id attribute from each atomicPart object in the collection
is projected and then a nested collection (containing the projected id attribute values) is assigned
to the variable CP. The update events of interest to the view, among others, are onModify-
AttributeInCollectionElement on compositePart.parts(atomicPart.id), onInsertElementToCollection
and onDeleteElementFromCollection on compositePart.parts that affect the CP attribute of objects
in the view. In this case, it can be seen that the view has nested the collection c.parts. Although
the event onModifyAttribute on atomicPart.id is relevant, the delta associated with it can neither be
planted in OIDs_projecting_V3 nor joined with OIDs_for_V3. However, onModifyAttribute
on atomicPart.id is monitored and when raised, consequently, onModifyAttributeInCollection-
Element on compositePart.parts(atomicPart.id) is also raised and the view is incrementally
maintained accordingly.



Fig. 11. Choosing an incremental maintenance plan.
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In Fig. 11, when �(PNU)-C� is NC or UC and the view type is ReduceGet _ ReduceGetJoin, the
corresponding cells are filled with NA (not-applicable). Similarly, when �(PNU)-C� is NC and the
view type is Unnest, the corresponding cells are filled with NA. In Fig. 11, by Dnew is meant the data
in the delta reflecting the state of the database after the update. Correspondingly, by Dold is meant
the data in the delta reflecting the state of the database before the update. For example, for an
onInsertToExtent event, Dnew is used because the new state of the database is relevant. 1 In con-
trast, for an onDeleteFromExtent event, Dold is used, as an object once deleted from the database
can no longer be referenced, therefore, the old state is essential.

Given an MV v, by �plant Dnew� in Fig. 11 is meant that the IMP is generated by planting Dnew in
the algebraic form of OID_projecting_v, and by �vx ffl Dnew� is meant that the generated IMP in
algebraic form joins Dnew to vx, where vx denotes OIDs_for_v. Similar remarks apply to the use of
Dold. Note also that, in some cells, two IMPs are generated. This happens whenever a CA is
modified, in which case there is a need to use the old value of the attribute in one IMP (identical to
the one that would have been generated if the attribute were not a CA) to reconstruct which
objects made it into the MV on the basis of that value, before using the new value to generate the
second IMP. It will be seen later that the output of the two IMPs characterize MV objects to
delete and insert, respectively.
1 In some cases, it is possible to avoid accessing base data on onInsertToExtent as discussed in [29]. This is an

improvement that will be explored in future work.
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An example of (the algebraic form of) an IMP generated by planting a delta was given to the
left of Fig. 7, and of one generated by joining a delta withOIDs_for_v, to the right of Fig. 7. Since
the example event types were, respectively, onInsertToExtent and onModifyAttribute (where the
attribute in question is not a CA), and the example MV is a ReduceGetJoin view, the examples
correspond, respectively, to �plant Dnew� and �vx ffl Dnew� in Fig. 11. The intuition behind the entries
in Fig. 11 is as follows.

Insertions. Where a new object is created that may participate in the view (i.e., after an on-
InsertToExtent), the view must be evaluated over the delta to identify whether or not the new
object should contribute to the view. This is likely to require access to base data––case (1). In case
(2), no access to the base data is required as joining the delta toOIDs_for_v is sufficient to identify
the objects in the view affected by onInsertElementToCollection, which only causes insertions into a
collection-valued attribute in the view objects. In cases (3) and (4), since attribute values are re-
quired to be projected from the element inserted by onInsertElementToCollection, the view must be
evaluated over the delta to identify whether or not the element should contribute to the view,
which requires access to base data. To illustrate case (4), consider the Nest view called com-

AtomBuildDates defined to the right of Fig. 2. To the left of Fig. 12 is the algebraic form of
OID_projecting_comAtomBuildDates derived from comAtomBuildDates. Now con-
sider the effect on comAtomBuildDates of an insertion into the parts collection of a com-

positePart object. This update is monitored as an onInsertElementToCollection event. An IMP
resulting from this update is generated by planting the delta as shown to the right of Fig. 12.

Deletions. Unlike onInsertToExtent, onDeleteFromExtent does not require access to the base
data, as joining the delta to OIDs for v is sufficient to identify the objects in the view affected by
the delete––cases (5)–(8). The reason that access to the base data is not required is due to the fact
that deletion of objects or elements can only affect the view if they have already contributed data
to the view. To find out if the view is affected by such a deletion, the delta is joined with
OIDs for v.

Modifications. Modifying a none-CA cannot change the membership of objects that contribute
to the view, but may affect the data projected in the view. As such, joining the delta to OIDs for v
Fig. 12. Algebraic form of OID_projecting_comAtomBuildDates and an IMP for onInsertElementToCollection.
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is sufficient to identify the objects in the view affected by the update––cases (9) and (10). Modi-
fying a CA may cause an object that is already in the view to be removed, or may lead to new
objects being added to the view. The former can be identified by joining Dold with OIDs_for_v, but
the latter requires access to base data through the planting of Dnew––cases (11) and (12).

It can be observed from Fig. 11 that out of the 29 entries of choosing an IMP, 19 are of the
form vx ffl Dnew (or vx ffl Dold). This means that, as a whole, MOVIE achieves self-maintainability,
in about two-thirds of the cases.

The generation of the IMP(s) denoted by a cell in Fig. 11 is effected by a straightforward al-
gorithm operating on algebraic expressions. In the case of planting a delta, it suffices for the
algorithm to rewrite the body of OID_projecting_v replacing any reference to the updated con-
struct by a reference to the delta corresponding to the update event. In the case of joining the delta
with the materialized OIDs, it suffices for the algorithm to rewrite the body of OID projecting v
replacing any reference to the updated construct by a join of the delta corresponding to the update
event with OIDs for v. Comparing the views in Figs. 2 and 6 with the examples in Fig. 7 gives an
idea of the transformations effected by the algorithms.

The result set obtained by evaluating the IMP is then passed on to an algorithm that applies the
changes to the MV. If a cell in Fig. 11 is populated by two IMPs, then the effect is that both IMPs
are generated and evaluated to yield two result sets, and both result sets are passed on to the
algorithm, Section 5.2.3, that effects changes to the MV.
5.2.3. Applying the computed changes

Given the result set(s) obtained by evaluating the IMP(s) chosen as described in the previous
subsection, MOVIE proceeds to change the MV extent.

Fig. 13 determines precisely, for each event type and for each MV type, how changes are
propagated to the MV. Most cells in Fig. 13 should be self-explanatory. For example, onInsert-
ToExtent propagates as an insert to the MV extent (denoted by VX), and onDeleteFromExtent
propagates as a delete from the MV extent. onInsertElementToCollection and onDeleteElement-
FromCollection only differ from onInsertToExtent and onDeleteFromExtent, respectively, in that
they target a collection-valued attribute of the MV (denoted by AV).

The first group of cells worth discussing is the one consisting of onInsertElementToCollection
and onDeleteElementFromCollection events for views with an unnested collection. For such events
and MVs, separate instances in the extent of the MV will have been created for each element in the
collection-valued attribute. So, the target is the extent of the MV for both events, instead of the
collection-valued attribute.

The second group of cells worth discussing is the one consisting of attribute modifications. If
the event affects a CA, then there will have been two IMPs (one based on the old state and one
based on the new state) and the changes computed by the former are propagated as deletes while
those computed by the latter are propagated as inserts.

The summary style of presentation adopted in this section is due to the fact that the algorithms
are tediously long when presented in pseudocode because of a multitude of straightforward cases
that need to be reacted to, one by one. This is a direct consequence of the richness of the ODMG
type system and of the expressiveness of the ODMG language bindings. The full details for all of
the algorithms used in MOVIE is available in [2].



Fig. 13. Applying the changes.
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5.3. The MOVIE implementation

The MOVIE system is implemented as an extension to k-DB. k-DB implements the ODMG
model by source translation onto SHORE C++. MOVIE is, in turn, realized as a source translator
that adorns the SHORE C++ source corresponding to a k-DB application with calls to code that
implements the MOVIE IVM solution. The executable obtained from the output of this mapping
is a k-DB application in which MVs can be incrementally maintained as described in this paper.
Note, therefore, that MOVIE does not monitor update events in the sense that this is normally
understood, e.g., in the literature on active databases [26]. However, there are no semantic im-
plications to this, i.e., the overall effect on MVs is exactly the same.

At view-compilation time, MOVIE (using k-DB functionality) compiles MV definitions, eval-
uates the queries that determine their extent and materializes the latter. In addition, event speci-
fications are identified. Then, when k-DB compiles the application code, update requests are
identified. These are then adorned with calls to the IVM code that effects the maintenance
properly said. For each update request, whenever there is an MV for which the request is relevant
(because it matches the event specifications derived for that MV at view compilation time), the
inserted IVM code is such that, when executed, it evaluates the IMP(s) associated with that update
to compute the changes (as described in this section, and in particular in Fig. 11) and then
propagates those changes to the MV (as described in Fig. 13).
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6. Performance evaluation

This section presents the second major contribution of this paper, viz., an empirical evaluation
of the MOVIE system. To the best of the authors� knowledge, this is the first systematic evaluation
of the performance of a comprehensive implemented solution to the IVM problem (c.f. the related
work described in Section 7). The paper is thus able to throw light on whether the main as-
sumptions underpinning research on IVM are justifiable. The results indicate how the effectiveness
of incremental maintenance is affected by issues such as database size, and the complexity and
selectivity of views.

6.1. Experimental views, queries and updates

The databases used in the experiments reported here are based on the OO7 Benchmark [5]. The
ODL representation of the OO7 database schema is given in Fig. 1. Instead, databases of different
sizes were generated by varying the number of modules (the top level class in OO7). The actual
parameters given to the OO7 data generation program (assuming fan-out to be 6), plus some
information on the resulting database, are shown in Fig. 14 (where the database sizes correspond
to 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 times the size of the small database in the OO7 benchmark). The experiments
reported in this paper were carried out on a PC with the following hardware and software: Intel
Pentium II, 350 MHz, 512 KB cache, 256 MB RAM, 12 GB IDE Hard Disk (where the system
software and 256 MB of swap space reside); RedHat Linux 6.0 Kernel 2.2.17-14, SHORE 1.1.1
and k-DB 0.5.

Views. The views used in the experiments are shown in Fig. 15. Note that for each MV v, vVir
denotes the corresponding non-materialized view. For example, to the view complexView1 (in
Fig. 15c) there corresponds a view named complexView1Vir that is otherwise identical to
complexView1 but is not materialized. The views in Fig. 15 were conceived for the purpose of
investigating the following hypotheses:

(1) The selectivity of the view influences the performance of IVM. Different view selectivities
(defined as the ratio of the number of objects selected by a query to the number of input objects)
arise as a result of a view containing predicates that filter the input data.

In the experiments, two template views (shown in Fig. 15a and b) are defined that retrieve
attribute values from objects using different predicates to filter the input. Two sets of five views
with different selectivities are derived by instantiating the template, as follows. Each view differs in
the predicate /i in the where clause. Each predicate is obtained by instantiating the template /i

with c:id <¼ ki where k1 ¼ 1200 to k5 ¼ 6000 in increments of 1200, thereby yielding two sets of
five different views with selectivities from 0.2 to 1.0 in increments of 0.2. In experiments involving
Database Size

db1 db2 db3 db4 db5

modules 4 8 12 16 20

objects 288,380 576,760 865,140 1,153,520 1,441,900

size (MB)  90 134 178 22245

Fig. 14. Databases used in the evaluation.



Fig. 15. View templates and views used in the evaluation.
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selectivity, the database for which the view is defined is db3. In this database, there are 6000
compositePart objects. The id of these objects is set sequentially from 1 to 6000, so it is
possible to control the selectivity of the view. Note that each compositePart object has an
associated document object (i.e., there is a one-to-one relationship between their classes),
therefore, by filtering the input based on c:id <¼ ki, document objects are filtered too, which
yields different selectivities.

(2) The structural complexity of the view influences the performance of IVM. With regard to the
structural complexity of the view, it is assumed to vary with the number and the kind of algebraic
operators needed to evaluate the query part of the view. Intuitively, a query that contains two
joins is more complex than a query that contains one join. Therefore, four views are defined (in



Fig. 16. Update events used in the evaluation.
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Fig. 15c–f) with increasing complexity in order to perform experiments over the materialized and
virtual versions of the views.

(3) The benefits of IVM increase with an increase in database size. With regard to database size,
the number of modules varies uniformly across the five databases. The interest here is in finding
the impact of database size on the performance of IVM. A size-sensitive view, dbSizeView (as
defined to the left of Fig. 2), provides a means of showing the impact of database size on the
performance of MVs. The number of compositePart objects per module is 500 and the
number of document objects is the same. In db1, there are 2000 compositePart and docu-

ment objects. In contrast, in db5, there are 10 000 compositePart and document objects. The
cardinality of the result of dbSizeView increases from 2000 in the case of db1 to 10 000 in the
case of db5.

Queries. The queries used in experiments for contrasting the time efficiency of answering queries
against materialized and against virtual views are simple select statements over the virtual or
materialized views. In Section 6.2, these queries are referred to as MQi and VQi, 16 i6 7, when
they are evaluated over the materialized and the virtual views, respectively.

Updates. The updates that are used in experiments involving propagation are shown in Fig. 16.

6.2. Experiments and discussion

The performance of IVM can be evaluated by considering:

(1) The cost of query answering over the MV and over its virtual equivalent.
(2) The cost of incrementally maintaining the MV by update propagation.
(3) The cost of incrementally maintaining the MV in comparison with the cost of answering a

query over its virtual equivalent.

Three experiments are designed to test each of the hypotheses in Section 6.1 exploring the above
three kinds of cost. The experiments reported were run in cold states so that one experiment is not
favoured against another due to object caching. After each individual experiment, the database
server was shut down and restarted for the next experiment, and the Linux cache was flushed.
Each individual experiment was run three times and the average taken.
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6.2.1. Experiment 1: varying selectivity

This experiment explores the impact of view predicate selectivity on the performance of IVM.
The experiment is broken into parts, each corresponding to one of the kind of costs specified in
Section 6.2.

6.2.1.1. Query answering
• MQ1i and VQ1i. The elapsed times taken to answer MQ1i and VQ1i, 16 i6 5, using the pred-

icates defined with selView_i are measured and compared. The results, plotted in Fig. 17a,
reveal that the cost of answering both MQ1i and VQ1i increases with an increase in selectivity.
However, the relative cost of evaluating VQ1i compared with MQ1i reduces with increases in
selectivity. This is consistent with expectations, because VQ1i is evaluated using an index-based
scan over the extent of CompositeParts (which is efficient compared to a complete scan of
the extent), whereas the number of objects scanned by MQ1i increases with selectivity. With
selectivity 1.0, answering the query over the MQ1i is less costly than over the VQ1i because,
although the queries retrieve the same number of objects, the view objects are smaller than
compositePart objects.

• MQ2i and VQ2i. The elapsed times taken to answer MQ2i and VQ2i, 16 i6 5, using the pred-
icates defined with joinSelView_i are measured and compared. The results, plotted in Fig.
17c, reveal that the cost of answering both MQ2i and VQ2i increases linearly with an increase
in selectivity. In the case of VQ2i, the increase in the elapsed time is linear due the fact that, for
the join algorithm, the size of the Documents extent remains constant, whereas the size of the
predicated CompositeParts extent increases linearly with an increase in selectivity. In the
case of MQ2i, the increase is due to a constant increase in the number of objects scanned by
MQ2i, which increases with selectivity.

The gap between the elapsed time of VQ2i compared to MQ2i also shrinks with an increase in
selectivity. With selectivity 0.2, the elapsed time of answering VQ2i is 139 times that for MQ2i.
With selectivity 1.0, this reduces to 75 times, which shows that the benefit of answering queries
over MVs is greater in the case of lower selectivities.

6.2.1.2. View maintenance
• Propagating U1 to selView_i. The elapsed time taken to propagate update U1 (in Fig. 16a)––

which requires maintenance of selView_i––was measured using MOVIE and using re-mate-
rialization. The results are plotted in Fig. 17b. They reveal that the cost of view maintenance
increases with an increase in selectivity in both cases but that MOVIE outperforms re-materi-
alization by around 20 times in general. This suggests that, although the maintenance costs
increase with an increase in selectivity, IVM can be advantageous independently of view selec-
tivity.

• Propagating U2 to joinSelView_i. The elapsed time taken to propagate update U2 (in Fig.
16b)––which requires maintenance of joinSelView_i––was measured using MOVIE and
using re-materialization. The results are plotted in Fig. 17d. They reveal that the cost of view
maintenance increases with an increase in selectivity in both cases but that MOVIE outper-
forms re-materialization by around 90 times in general. Comparing this with the results of that
of Propagating U1 to selView_i shows that IVM can be more advantageous when views have



 

   

 
 
 

 

Fig. 17. Results of Experiment 1: query answering and view maintenance (I).
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joins because the cost of joins is generally a significant factor in the overall cost of re-materi-
alzation.

6.2.1.3. Relative cost (query/update). This part of the experiment tries to identify the conditions
under which incrementally maintaining MVs is beneficial. This is done by investigating how many
updates can be propagated incrementally to an MV in the time taken to answer the corresponding
VQ.
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• Answering VQ1i v. Propagating U1. The ratio of the elapsed time taken to answer VQ1i to that
taken to propagate update U1 (in Fig. 16a) to selView_i is calculated. The results, plotted in
Fig. 17e, reveal that, for the view with selectivity of 0.2, just over two deletes from extents can
be propagated incrementally for the cost of evaluating a query against the corresponding vir-
tual view. With an increase in the selectivity that ratio reduces slightly to just below two, sug-
gesting that, for views with high selectivity, if deletes from extents are at all frequent,
incremental maintenance may not be beneficial.

• Answering VQ2i v. Propagating U2. The ratio of the elapsed time taken to answer VQ2i to that
taken to propagate update U2 (in Fig. 16b) to joinSelView_i is calculated. The results, plot-
ted in Fig. 17f, reveal that, for the view with selectivity of 0.2, 130 attribute modifications can be
propagated incrementally for the cost of evaluating a query against the corresponding virtual
view. With an increase in the selectivity that ratio reduces to 73, suggesting that, for views with
joins, incremental maintenance remains beneficial even when attribute modifications are fre-
quent irrespective of view selectivity.

In summary, the benefits of IVM seem to be greater when views have low selectivities or involve
joins. This result conforms with general expectations, in that the MVs with low selectivities in-
volve smaller data sets than those associated with the corresponding virtual views and that the
cost of joins is dominant factor in query answering as well as re-materialization.

6.2.2. Experiment 2: varying structural complexity

This experiment seeks to show how the complexity of the views may affect the performance of
IVM. Again, the experiment is broken into parts, each one corresponding to one of the kind of
costs specified in Section 6.2. In experiments involving complexity, the database used is db3.

6.2.2.1. Query answering MQn and VQn. The elapsed times taken to answer MQn and VQn,
36 n6 6 are measured and compared. The results are plotted in Fig. 18a. They reveal that, in the
case of MVs, because the cardinalities increase from complexView1 to complexView3, the
cost of answering queries over the MV increases significantly. However, since the cardinality of
complexView3 is the same as that of complexView4 that cost increases by very little. This
indicates that for access to MVs the dominant factor is cardinality. In the case of the virtual views,
from complexView1 to complexView3 the cost increases but not very much as a consequence
of the relatively low cost of unnesting. From complexView3 to complexView4 there is a jump
in the cost because complexView4 requires a join. This jump may be partly the result of the
expensive algorithm (viz., Block Nested Loop) that k-DB selects to join CompositeParts and
Documents. If a more efficient algorithm were used, the jump would likely be less pronounced.
In any case, the cost of answering queries over MVs increases with an increase in cardinality
(rather than complexity), and thus the relative performance of MVs compared with their virtual
counterparts depends very much on the selectivity of the view. Views with low selectivity are likely
to be promising candidates for materialization.

6.2.2.2. View maintenance: propagating U1 to complexViewi. The elapsed time taken to prop-
agate update U1 (in Fig. 16a) was measured using MOVIE and using re-materialization. The
results are plotted in Fig. 18b. Update U1 (i.e., deletion of an instance of compositePart) was
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Fig. 18. Results of Experiment 2: query answering and view maintenance (II).
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chosen because it affects all of complexView1 to complexView4. The results reveal that, for
complexView1 and complexView2, MOVIE is 16 and 11 times faster than re-materialization,
respectively. The decrease is due to the fact that U1 requires the deletion of 20 objects from
complexView2 as against 1 for complexView1. For complexView3 MOVIE is 15 times
faster than re-materialization. The increase in MOVIE performance pertaining to complex-

View3 (in comparison with complexView2) is due to the fact that the IMPs for incrementally
maintaining both complexView2 and complexView3 join a delta with materialized OIDs.
Therefore, in case of complexView3 the re-materialization cost is significantly affected by the
increase in complexity, whereas the MOVIE cost is affected by the increase in the cardinality of the
view extent (i.e., 1840 for complexView3 against 400 for complexView2). For complex-

View4 MOVIE is 62 times faster than re-materialization. This large increase in the performance
of MOVIE from complexView3 to complexView4 is due to two factors. Firstly, re-materi-
alization of complexView4 requires a join for which k-DB selects an expensive algorithm (viz.,
Block Nested Loop). Secondly, the cost of increases by very little (i.e., from 214.13 milliseconds,
in the case of complexView3, to 229.89 for complexView4).

The elapsed time for re-materializing complexView4 is four times more than that for
complexView3. However, MOVIE takes nearly as much time to propagate changes to com-
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plexView4 as it takes in the case of complexView3 as the cardinality of both views is the same
(i.e., 1840). Similarly, MOVIE takes twice as long to propagate changes to complexView3 as it
takes in the case of complexView2 because the cardinality of complexView3 is four times that
of complexView2. The bottom line is that, on the one hand, the more complex the view the
more expensive it is to maintain by re-materialization; on the other hand, incremental mainte-
nance becomes more expensive with an increase in the cardinality of the view extent.

6.2.2.3. Relative cost (query/update): answering VQn, 36 n6 6, v. propagating U1. In this ex-
periment, the ratio of the elapsed time taken to answer queries over complexView1Vir to
complexView4Vir to that taken to propagate update U1 (in Fig. 16a) to the corresponding
view is calculated. The results, plotted in Fig. 18c, show that only quite a small number of de-
letions from extents (1–4) can be propagated in the time taken to evaluate the virtual view in the
case of complexView1 to complexView3. In case of complexView4, the ratio increases to
30, mainly because of the expensive join algorithm used for evaluating the query over the virtual
view and partly because the cost of incremental maintenance does not increase proportionately.
The shape of the graph in Fig. 18c should not be considered to be of general significance. A
peculiar point in the graph appears to be the propagation of U1 to complexView3. This is
principally because of the high cost of incrementally propagating U1 to complexView3, and this
in turn is caused by the fact that a single occurrence of U1 event causes 40 objects to be deleted
from the view.

In summary, the experiment has not demonstrated any conclusive pattern relating to increased
view complexity. The most striking result, from Fig. 18a and b, is the importance of the cardi-
nality of the view result to the incremental maintenance process.

6.2.3. Experiment 3: varying database size

This experiment explores the impact of database size on the performance of IVM. Once again,
the experiment is broken into parts that correspond to the hypotheses being tested.

6.2.3.1. Query answering: MQ7 and VQ7. Here the elapsed times taken to answer MQ7 and VQ7
are measured and compared. The results are plotted in Fig. 19a. In the case of MQ7, the elapsed
time taken to answer a query over dbSizeView increases only slightly with an increase in the
database size, reflecting the increase in the size of the MV. The benefit of answering queries over
the MV rather than over the virtual counterpart increases as the database increases in size. For
example, for the smallest database, it is 38 times faster to use the MV, whereas for the largest
database, it is 95 times faster, because the join cost grows non-linearly.

6.2.3.2. View maintenance: propagating U2 and U3 to dbSizeView. The elapsed times taken to
propagate two different updates: U2 (in Fig. 16b) and U3 (in Fig. 16c)––which require mainte-
nance of dbSizeView––were measured using MOVIE and using re-materialization. The results
are plotted in Fig. 19b and c. Fig. 19b shows MOVIE outperforming re-materialization for an
update event that modifies an attribute. For update U2, the IMP is generated by joining the delta
with the materialized OIDs, i.e., no base data is accessed. The relative performance of MOVIE
increases with an increase in the database size because costly joins with base data are avoided
altogether.



Fig. 19. Results of Experiment 3: varying database size.
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Fig. 19c does a similar comparison for an update (viz., U3, which is an insert into a class extent)
for which the IMP is generated by planting a delta, i.e., accessing base data. Although planting a
delta is generally felt to be more expensive than joining with the materialized OIDs, MOVIE still
performs better than re-materialization. In fact, comparing the times in Fig. 19b and c, as ex-
pected, joining with the materialized OIDs works out faster than planting the delta. Once again,
the benefits of MOVIE increase with an increase in the database size. For example, in the
smallest database, it performs 56 times better, whereas in the largest, it is 132 times faster than re-
materialization (based on the results in Fig. 19b).

6.2.3.3. Relative cost (query/update): answering VQ7 v. propagating U2 and U3. The ratio of the
elapsed time taken to answer VQ7 to that taken to propagate updates U2 and U3 (in Fig. 16b and
c, respectively) to dbSizeView is calculated. The results, plotted in Fig. 19d, reveal that, for the
smallest database, 35 attribute modifications and 32 insertions can be propagated incrementally
for the cost of evaluating VQ7. With an increase in database size the ratios continue to grow.

In summary, IVM seems to be more beneficial with larger databases. For the examples, query
answering over MVs is always better than over virtual views, no matter the database size, and the
difference increases as size increases. The same behaviour is observed if one pitches incremental
maintenance against re-materialization. The benefits for both the small and large databases used
here indicate that a significant number of update events can be carried out for the cost of ans-
wering the query over a non-materialized view.
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7. Related work

This section discusses previous work on the IVM problem that is closely related to the work
reported in this paper. The summary of comparison of related work is given in Table 1.

7.1. On relational view maintenance

The incremental maintenance of MVs has been studied in detail for relational DBMSs
[3,8,14,16–18,20,25,32]. Ref. [3] provides a differential algorithm for maintaining SPJ views. Our
approach of generating an IMP by planting a delta is closely related to this differential algorithm;
however, it is also effective in the richer OO setting. Refs. [8,14,17,31] support the maintenance of
MVs with varrying degrees of expressiveness in the view language. However, they all require
access to the tables referenced in view definitions. In contrast, in the MOVIE solution, views can
be incrementally maintained without accessing base tables for some events. The advantages of the
MOVIE solution are not limited to the OO setting i.e., MOVIE algorithms can be adopted into a
relational setting (e.g., by storing keys for all the tables referenced in view definitions instead of
OIDs).

7.2. On object-based view maintenance

Recently, a few proposals have addressed view maintenance in the context of object-based
database systems [1,13,22,24,31]. These constitute the work more closely related to the one re-
ported in this paper. Ref. [31] proposes a system called Squirrel that uses a view definition lan-
guage based on OQL. Although OQL syntax is adopted, the underlying query engine is relational
and does not support views containing nest or unnest operations. Squirrel propagates incremental
updates to MVs in response to inserts and deletes only, whereas MOVIE supports all update
operations defined by the ODMG. Ref. [13] addresses the IVM problem for a subset of OQL
views for a variant of the ODMG object model. The emphasis of this work is on understanding
properties of OQL queries with aggregation operations so as to determine under what circum-
stances views can be materialized incrementally. Thus, they do not provide a directly imple-
mentable solution to the IVM problem, but rather establish foundational results that a solution
might want to build on.

Ref. [22] provides a system called MultiView that is based on a non-standard object model and
query language, whose algebraic operators are very close to those of relational algebra. MultiView
requires access to all base extents referenced in MVs (not containing joins) in order to propagate
updates incrementally for the supported update operations, whereas MOVIE avoids accessing
base extents for views containing arbitrary number of joins for certain update operations.

Ref. [1] presents algorithms for the incremental maintenance of SP views in the context of a
non-standard object model and query language that only support select-project views and only
handle classical update operations. Finally, [24] proposes a complete solution to the IVM problem
in an object-relational (OR) system. The algorithm generates OR-SQL [30] statements, which
compute and propagate changes to the MVs. The algorithm is similar to [17], which means that
access to base data is required for all update types. In contrast, in MOVIE, for certain update
types and certain views, base data is not accessed.



Table 1

Summary comparison of proposals for the IVM problem

Proposal Definition

language

View language Environmental

information

Manipulation

language

Event

processing

Performance

evaluation

[3] Relational Relational alge-

bra (SPJ)

Base data, MVs Insert, delete Immediate? No

[8] Relational SQL (SPJ, SQ,

[, \)
Base data, MVs Insert, delete,

modify

Active No

[17] Relational SQL/datalog

(SPJ, I, D, [)
Base data, MVs Insert, delete,

modify

Immediate? No

[32] Relational Relational alge-

bra (SPJ, D)

Base data, MVs Insert, delete Immediate Yes (model

based)

[14] Relational Relational alge-

bra with bag

semantics (SPJ,

I, D, [)

Base data, MVs Insert, delete Immediate? No

[16] Relational SQL (SPJ) Partial-base data,

MVs, extended

MVs

Insert, delete ? No

[31] Mix of rela-

tional and

ODMG-93

Extended OQL

(SPJ, [, -)
Base data, MVs,

auxiliary informa-

tion for intermedi-

ate nodes

Insert, delete Active No

[13] OO (variant

of ODMG 2)

OQL (SPJ, I,

[, \, -)
Base data, MVs Insert, delete,

modify

? No

[22] OO (non-stan-

dard)

Object algebra

(SP, [, \, -)
Base data, MVs Insert, delete,

modify

Immediate Yes (experi-

mental)

[1] OO (non-stan-

dard)

SP Base data, MVs Insert, delete,

modify

Deferred No

[18] Relational SQL (SPJ, I,

outer-joins)

Base data, MVs,

change table

Insert, delete Deferred Yes (model

based)

[24] Object rela-

tional

OR-SQL (SPJ,

I)

Base data, MVs Insert, delete Active Yes (experi-

mental)

[25] Relational SPJ Base data, MVs,

additional tran-

sient or permanent

MVs

Insert, delete Immediate? Yes (model

based)

[23] Relational SPJ Base data, MVs Insert, delete Immediate Yes (experi-

mental)

[20] Relational SQL (SPJ) Base data, MVs Insert, delete,

modify

Active Yes (model

based)

MOVIE OO
(ODMG 3)

OQL (SPJ, l,
C, SQ)

Base data, MVs,
OIDs of base
objects

Insert/delete in
extents and in
collections,
modification to
attributes and
relationships

Immediate Yes (experi-
mental)
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7.3. On performance evaluation of view materialization systems

In [19], a cost model is used to compare the performance of immediate and deferred view
materialization algorithms with that of virtual views. The study reveals that the performance of
MVs and their virtual correspondents is sensitive to (1) selectivity of the view predicate, (2)
probability of updates, (3) the selectivity of the query over the view, and (4) the number of tuples
affected by each update. In addition to selectivity, the performance evaluation in this paper also
studies the impact of complexity and database size.

In [4], the performance of MVs is compared against the use of join indexes and hybrid-hash
joins in virtual views. Their study is based on a cost model and reveals that selectivity, update
activity, the probability of update to the joining attributes, and the size of tables and memory have
influence on the performance of these methods. In [32], the eager compensation algorithm (ECA)
is compared with re-materialization using a cost model. The issue of whether to choose re-ma-
terialization or ECA depends on favourable conditions for either of the algorithms. However,
their study does not investigate the query/update ratio, which indicates whether it is beneficial to
incrementally maintain the view. In [21], the performance study reveals a similar impact of se-
lectivity to the one detected in this paper. They also address query/update issues and show that
network traffic for MVs is proportional to the update rate.

The authors of this paper are not aware of any research that has sought to validate experi-
mentally the analytical models presented by Hanson, or that has systematically assessed the
performance of view maintenance techniques in relational (or OO) systems. Although analytical
models have been proposed in an OO setting (e.g., [22]), they are aware neither of any thorough
performance studies based on such models nor of comprehensive empirical studies of views in
object databases. Again as an example, [22] provides a few illustrative examples of the perfor-
mance of MultiView, but cannot be said to be a systematic study.
8. Conclusions

The solution presented here has the following salient points in relation to previous work:

(1) It is one of few that cover the IVM problem from event specification, to IMP generation, to
update propagation.

(2) It is the first algebraic approach to the IVM problem in the context of object databases.
(3) It works for a wider class of MVs than the only previous work on the IVM problem for OQL

views (viz., Squirrel [31]).
(4) It also has lower space overheads than Squirrel [31] for the MVs that both solutions cover.
(5) It is fully implemented as an extension of k-DB [10,12] whereas many IVM proposals give no

evidence of associated implementations.
(6) It is one of few whose performance has been evaluated over all the steps comprising the IVM

problem.

In addition, this paper presents the most thorough experimental performance evaluation of
MVs to date. Experiments have been conducted that assess the performance of query answering
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and update propagation for different selectivities, query complexities and database sizes. Research
in IVM is predicated on two hypothesis:

(1) That incremental propagation of updates can be expected to perform significantly better than
re-materialization.

(2) That incremental propagation of updates can provide improved performance overall for
transactions that mix queries and updates, as long as updates are not dominant.

The experiments reported in this paper broadly support (1), with incremental update propa-
gation generally being significantly faster than re-materialization. However, in terms of (2), al-
though some results reported in the paper indicate that many incremental updates can be
propagated in the time it takes to evaluate the corresponding virtual view, there are other cases in
which the cost of propagating a single update is almost as great as the cost of evaluating the view.
Thus this paper can be seen as enforcing the need for judicious selection of views for material-
ization, with many different issues impacting the decision making process.
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